Oral Health Hero Award or NDDHA Hero Award

Purpose: This award was established to recognize an individual that has made significant contribution to oral health care in ND.

Criteria:
1. Cannot be a member of the dental profession or any of its auxiliaries
2. Quality of contribution to the state and its citizens
3. Timeliness and creativity of the project.
4. Number of recipients that were impacted by the contribution
5. Advocacy for public access of dental care

Using the criteria listed, please write a brief paragraph (four-five sentences) describing each characteristic. You may use another sheet of paper if needed. Selection will be based on the candidate that best describes the qualities of a dental health hero for 2012.

1. What is the candidate's occupation?

2. List the quality of contribution the candidate has made to the dental profession through their project.

3. Describe the timeliness and creativity of the project:

4. What is the approximate number of citizens of our state that were impacted by this dental project.

5. What are some of the advocacy contributions that this person/agency has made to impact the access of the dental hygiene profession?

Application Deadline by hard copy or email: September 1, 2013
Contact person: Hollie Harrington-- eharr@drtel.net